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Our origins began by designing treadmills for rigorous hotel use and 
conditions in the US and Canada. Since then, SOLE’s products are 
preferred by major hotels nationwide for In Room Fitness programs. 
Engineered for hotel use with unsurpassed quality, our brand evolved 
into residential and light commercial sales. We have the treadmills, 
ellipticals, and exercise bikes to make any fitness center complete, 
regardless of whether that’s in your basement or your local community.

SOLE is a premier global name in the fitness industry and has become 
the most recommended brand by independent review companies. We 
have been providing indoor exercise equipment to North America for 
decades and now, the SOLE name continues to expand its presence 
throughout the globe by adding new international dealers.
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NEW UI 
THE SOLE 
CONSOLE
Introducing the Sole Infinity Console, the 
newly designed user interface is simpler to 
use, but with many more features.
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One touch away from  
endless entertainment

The Sole Infinity Console comes with 7 built-in apps. 
Watch the news, Netflix, YouTube, or sports during 
your workouts.

 NE W UI ＿  5



SOLE++
The new SOLE+ is now available. Search for 
SOLE+ on the Apple App Store or Google 
Play Store, or scan the following QR codes to 
download the latest version of the app.
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.soletreadmills.sole_v2
https://apps.apple.com/tw/app/sole/id1531545488
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.soletreadmills.sole_v2
https://apps.apple.com/tw/app/sole/id1531545488


Introducing SOLE++

Brand new & simple  
user Interface 

Navigate effortlessly through your fitness trends, 
workout history, and goals with the new user interface. 

With a brand-new user interface, SOLE+ is designed 
to collect and analyze fitness records from supported 
Sole products, and allow users to integrate that 
information with their own favorite fitness tracking 
applications, be it Goolge Fit or Apple Health.
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TREADMILL ST90
Ultimate running experience at home S
T
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Brand new slat-belt system treadmill 
that simulates a realistic running 
experience. Choose between motorized 
and free mode during your workout to 
push yourself to the limits.

ST90

Slat belt system reduces 
joint impact by 40%
Slat belt system reduces 
joint impact by 40%

 TRE ADMILL ST90 ＿  9
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TREADMILL TT8
Miles ahead of the competition
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treadmills will do, and that’s why SOLE’s 
TT8 is the treadmill of choice. This 
machine provides more options than 
conventional home treadmills for half 
the price of a commercial model.

TT8

Cushion flex whisper deck 
reduces joint impact by 40%

Rated for users weighing up 
to 400 lbs

Cushion flex whisper deck 
reduces joint impact by 40%

Rated for users weighing up 
to 400 lbs
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TREADMILL F85
The strongest folding treadmill on the planet
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workouts. Sole‘s highest-rated foldable 
machine with unmatched durability 
combined with some of the most 
innovative high-tech features.

F85

Cushion flex whisper deck 
reduces joint impact by 40%
Cushion flex whisper deck 
reduces joint impact by 40%

 TRE ADMILL F85 ＿  13
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TREADMILL F60
Affordable but without compromising
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0 The new SOLE F60 folding treadmill, the 

most affordable equipment come up 
with all the favorite features from the 
SOLE engineering lab.

F60

Cushion flex whisper deck 
reducing impact up to 40%

24 pre-set programs

Cushion flex whisper deck 
reducing impact up to 40%

24 pre-set programs

 TRE ADMILL F60 ＿  15
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EXERCISE BIKE SB900
Taking it up another notch
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Known for its commercial grade quality 
and affordability, the brand new SB900 
now features a Bluetooth Console 
that’s ready to pair with SOLE+ app, and  
third-party indoor cycling training apps, 
such as Zwift, Peloton, Rouvy and more.

SB900

Heavy duty structureHeavy duty structure

 E XERCISE BIK E SB900 ＿  17
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EXERCISE BIKE SB700
Most stable and solid ride in its class
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With integrated wireless technology and 
the quietest, smoothest ride in its class, 
the SB700 is the perfect intersection of 
value and performance.

SB700

Most durable bike of its kind 
on the market
The most well-equipped yet 
budget friendly indoor bike

 E XERCISE BIK E SB700 ＿  19
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ELLIPTICAL E20
Streamline but professional
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0 The new E20 elliptical trainer is the 

budget-friendly series of its family, with 
those selected features from SOLE 
engineering lab, you can enjoy the same 
training without compromising.

E20

14.3 lbs. flywheel14.3 lbs. flywheel

14.3
lbs.

14.3
lbs.

 ELLIPTICAL E 20 ＿  21
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CARDIO CLIMBER CC81
Take you through the most challenging workout you’ll ever love
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Sole CC81 Cardio Climber is designed 
to simulate the climbing movements 
while minimizing impacts on our joints. 
This high burning, high intensity, high-
powered machine will get your heart 
rate pumping like no other cardio fitness 
equipment, as it targets all of your  
core-muscle groups.

CC81

Complete full-body workoutComplete full-body workout

 CARDIO CLIMBER CC81 ＿  23
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Introduce the new SOLE rear-drive 
indoor cycle SB750. To ensure provide 
a world-class workout experience as 
SOLE consistency promise worldwide, 
this new model featured an ergonomic 
commercial-grade frame, a neo-rear-
drive system for simulates real outdoor 
cycling, plus a multiple water bottle and 
dumbbell holder that allows you to do 
more than before.

For more detailed info, please contact 
us or follow us on Facebook, Instagram, 
or Twitter for the latest news.

SB750

https://www.instagram.com/sole_treadmills/
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